A Kothe function space is a Banach lattice of locally integrable, real-valued functions (more precisely, equivalent classes of functions, modulo equality a.e.) on a a-finite, complete measure space (ft , 2 , jn), which satisfy the two conditions (i) If I/I < \g\ with /E Lo(/x), g E L, then /E L and 11/11 < 11^11 (Lo(^i) is the space of all jn-measurable functions).
(ii) For every AES with jLi(A)<oo, the characteristic function of A, XA » ls m L.
For background on Kothe function spaces and Banach lattices in general we refer to [7] , part II. We use standard notation of Banach space theory.
In particular when L is a Kothe function space, L* is its dual space. L' is the subspace of L* consisting of functionals ^ for which there is g^L^fi) so that <0 = [ f(t)g(f)dt for all n /EL (in the sequel we use the same letter for \p and g). The adjoint of a linear operator T is denoted by T* .
We say that a linear operator T: E -> L (resp. T: L -> E) where E is a Banach space and L is a Banach lattice, is p-convex (resp. ^-concave) for 1 < p , q < oo, if there is K > 0 such that for all Xi,..., A-^EE, (resp. for all /,,... ,/" GL, (^ w) 1 
'" < K [[ (^ W^l).
We denote infK=K^>(T) (resp. K(,)(T)). If the identity I of L is p-convex (resp. qr-concave) we say that L is a p-convex (resp. ^-concave) lattice, and denote
The following theorem was proved by Lozanovskii in [9] (for another proof in the discrete case see [5] ). We show in Section 2 that with this interpretation the factorization theorem has a generalization concerning ^-convex ^-concave Kothe function spaces. Moreover, this generalization has an inverse which makes it a characterization of p-convex, <?-concave Kothe function spaces.
In Section 3 we make use of this characterization to find a necessary and sufficient condition on a non-increasing sequence w or function W in order that the Lorentz sequence space d(w, p) or function space Lw,p be <?-concave. For Kothe function spaces L and M and 0 <9 < 1 we construct, following [2] , the Kothe function space L^M'-9 = {/GLo(^) ; I/I <^1-" for some gGL, hGM, ||^ = H/tll^ = l and X > 0}
with the norm \\f\e^i-9 = inf {X ; X as above}.
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A result that we use in the sequel is the recent result ofPisier [10] which says that if a Kothe function space L has K^L) = K^(L) = 1 then there is a Kothe function space X with L = [L^p)] 6 X 1 " 0 with 0 and t such that 6 1-0 1 0
In this section L is a Kothe function space on a a-finite measure space (Sl, £ , ju). We assume that I/ is a norming subspace of L* , i.e., that for all /e L ||/|| = sup f fgd^.
11^11^=1-^n
Let ^GLo(jLi), the multiplication operator T^ in Lo(^t) is defined by T^/=g/. THEOREM 1. -Let 1 < p < q < oo a^rf /^ 5 6^ defined by
L is p-convex and ^-concave if and only if there is K > 0 so that for all g^-Ly(p) the multiplication operator T^ has a factorization as a composition of multiplication operators T\ and T\ in the form with IIT^II HT^II < K. Moreover, if K^L) and K^)(L) are given, we may choose K = (1 + e) K^ (L)K(^(L) with arbitrarily small e > 0. If, on the other hand, K is given then K^DK^LXK 2 .
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S. REISNER
Proof -Necessity. Suppose L is p-convex and ^-concave. By the result of Pisier which is quoted in Section 1, L is K^CL)
for an appropriate Kothe function space X on (n,2,^t) and for 0,t which satisfy (1).
and .Si,?w)
Hence, the assumption on L yields (One can verify that I" 1 is well defined and bounded, and in particular that I l l -I l l is a norm, by noting in the course of the following argument that for all g E L/ sup f gfdii < sup f gfd[i, III/IIKI ^n H/lKi ^n and using the fact that L' is a norming subspace of L*). (3) implies K^)(I~1) < 1 by [6] (th. 5) and by the fact that L is isometric to a subspace of (L')* since L' is a norming subspace of L* . Let {^i C L' and 0 </E L. We denote ^ = (f [g^')^9. (set-inclusions with bounded inclusion operators).
3.
In this section we demonstrate an application of the factorization Theorem 1 for the calculation of the convexity exponent of Lorentz sequence and function spaces. ).
An automorphism of I on itself is a 1-1 (a.e.) map r of I on itself such that r and r~1 are measurable and r preserves measure. 
c) A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of q < oo so that X is q-concave (i.e. for X not to contain V^ uniformly) is that w or W is 1-regular.
We prove Theorem 2 for function spaces; the proof for sequence spaces is analogous. 
If, in addition, p > 1 then a) and b) are equivalent to
The equivalence of a) and b) is very simple and we omit its proof. The equivalence of b) and c) will follow from lemmas 2) and 3) in the sequel. IrAp^ll^.
Therefore, in the interval (O, -? -=-< --'•--and we get
(-rgwdt)'
LEMMA 3. -Let f be a positive, non increasing function defined in I and 1 < p < oo . Suppose for some K > 0
jcel /1 yx \p (-j fWdtŶ x ^o ' then there is N > 0 so that x Jo\f(xy <^ r^.^^K.
-<• ^O V/(^)/
We prove therefore that (4) implies (6) .
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Let A be such that log V/A < -^ and suppose Axo) < -1 -.
Let x^ = ^/S' XQ plater we show that in the case I = (0,1]
we may assume XQ < ^~/=j-)' Let XQ < r < ^ , then
2 Vxi/ (the last inequality by Holder). 
o ^o
From (7) and (8) we get
We choose e > 0 such that 6 •= (1 -c) (1 + e) < 1 . Let p^ = p(l + e). We claim that W is p^ -regular. Raising the ends of (9) to the power 1 + e we get W(;Co/ 1 ^K^WOc^ (10) for some constant K . Let x E I, in the interval (0, -), t < x -t hence (10) yields Since Lyy p is rearrangement invariant we may assume g is positive and non-increasing. We take h = W^ . Of course IIT,:Lw,,--L,||=l.
We show that for positive non increasing g E Ly IIT^rL,-^L^, || <K H^ll,î .e. that for all ^ G L^ and every automorphism a of I on itself r /<p(o(r)) g(a(t))\p ) i/p (-^S^) WCO^j^^K ||,||^.
